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Quantum technologies:
to help design new molecules, and provide
enhanced security and communication capabilities



Neuromorphic computing
and engineering
to reduce power consumption
of IT infrastructures, and achieve
better performance (by neural like
electronic circuitry)



The Age of AI
(Artificial Intelligence)



Science and Technology for a Free Society:
Some big challenges for humanity (stemming from the “unreasonable effectiveness of data)

• Data-driven (model-free) v. model (mental representation of the environment):

Opacity v. Transparency

(ancient Babylonian v. ancient Greek astronomers)

• End of Enlightment?

“An AI ethic is essential…

…The AI age needs its own Descartes, its own Kant, to explain what is being created and what will 
mean for humanity”



AI and our human future
(AI ethics)

[Excerpt from Security and Ethics Form of EC submitted proposals]



Computing is important
(Ethics too!)





Ethics 
(for scientists and engineers)
Science + Humanities 
STEAM is important

Sample from Week 2 (Can AI Be Intelligent?)

• Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, Book I.1–5

• Turing, “Computing Machinery and Intelligence”

➢ What is Aristotle’s argument about happiness, and how would you judge the objectives of AI on that basis?

Sample from Week 12 (Unartificial Intelligence)

• Plato, The Republic, Book VII, “Simile of the Cave”

• Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, Book IX, X.6-8

• Leonardo, images, notebooks

• Michelangelo, Sistine Chapel

➢ According to Plato, what is the relation of thinking and genuine education to freedom?

➢ What is great about Leonardo and Michelangelo, and can AI mimic them? Why or why not?

➢ How does AI contribute toward or hinder these endeavors?



Important: teamwork/collaboration, interdisciplinarity, building 
confidence, critical thinking, questioning, speaking/writing

A (Harvard) example:

• Choice of concentration (50 fields)

• Joint/Double concentrations (see left 
panel)

• Collab pedagogies and platforms/tools: 
✓ In-person or online [Zoom (breakout rooms)]
✓ Collab activities in class
✓ Platforms for “social” learning, team-

formation
✓ Individual + Team Evaluation
✓ Projects (not exams, collaborate but “own” 

the solution)
✓ Easy-to-learn/powerful comp. languages 

[python]
✓ Jupyter Notebook, Google Colab
✓ Innovative grading schemes, auto-grader 

(s/w)
✓ Help-rooms, office-hours, sections



Combining Science and Humanities
an example 



Thank you

E-mail: neofotistos@g.harvard.edu or gn@physics.uoc.gr

(your feedback and comments are most welcome)
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